Your pocket guide to
Newstead Open Studios art trail is a
locally-inspired and crafted event, held
annually since 2015 and based in and around
Newstead, in the heart of Victoria’s goldfields
region.

Newstead Open Studios
art trail 2020
7, 8, 9 & 14, 15 March, 10am-5pm

Each year we open our studios to you, our
visitors. There will be plenty of beautiful and
diverse art for sale at each studio, you might
even make a purchase or two.
Visiting a studio is special; come inside, look
around, and ask questions and we’ll happily
share a story or two about what we make
and why. It’s a feast for the senses.

W

newsteadopenstudios.org
Newstead Open Studios
newstead_open_studios
#newsteadopenstudios

ph: 0419 322 681

newsteadopenstudios@gmail.com

Explore Newstead and surrounds by
following our art trail.
See the works of printmakers, illustrators,
painters, photographers, jewellers, glass artists,
sculptors and potters in their own studios.
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Chris Johnston
Ceramics
Place Matters Studio
10 McMillan Rd, Green Gully
0418 512 471
w placematters.net.au
chris_placematters_ceramics

Working in clay, Chris creates both
sculptural and practical pieces, inspired by
place, water and the land.
Chris uses terra sigillata, glazes and slips to
create a range of lustrous, textural surfaces
on wheel-thrown and hand-built forms.
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Andrew Kimpton
Sculptor
Place Matters Studio
10 McMillan Rd, Green Gully
0419 311 230
made_at_yandoit

I work in solid mild steel, creating sculptural
and architectural works using blacksmithing
and welding techniques.
I produce a number of unique products with
a strong focus on the garden. I also make
one-off projects for clients. I work from my
home workshop in Yandoit.
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Chrisanne Blennerhassett
Printmaking
60 McMillan Rd, Green Gully
0490 327 405
w cblennerhassett.com
chrisanneblennerhassett

My prints celebrate the sacred and the
striking in nature, from the most complex
to the simplest forms.
Inspiration from the local landscape,
tied with a deep concern for the health
of the planet, creates work with a darker
undertone.
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Angie Izard
Ceramics
60 McMillan Rd, Green Gully
0490 379 967
angieizard

The play of light and shadow, the movement
of clouds, rusted iron – theses fleeting
moments reveal perfection in imperfection.
My wheel-thrown stoneware provides a
canvas for expressing these glimpses.
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Diane Thompson
Steel, resin & mixed media
75 McMillan Rd, Green Gully
0421 510 017
w dianethompsonartist.com
dianethompson61

I live and work in the bushland of Green
Gully. I am inspired by the sense of the
sacred in and around me.
My studio work is predominantly made from
resin and found objects and larger pieces are
primarily constructed from reclaimed steel.
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Ken Killeen
Drawing, painting and sculpture
75 McMillan Rd, Green Gully
0423 194 878

My latest series of artworks has progressed
from feathers to entire birds, which are
painted in a variety of ‘appropriated’ styles.
Birds represent our higher faculties of
imagination, inspiration and intuition and
my work can be understood literally,
metaphysically and esoterically.
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Prue McAdam
Painting
Red Door Gallery
15 Lyons St, Newstead
0428 391 707
pruemcadam_painter

“Your experience of something, not the
something itself, is the true underlying
subject of every work you do”
(Richard Schmid, U.S. painter).

In my art process I work quickly, on multiple
pieces simultaneously to create a break
between the mark making on each piece and
prevent overworking or erasing too hastily.
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Richard Sullivan
Printmaking
Red Door Gallery
15 Lyons St, Newstead.
0456 240 884
curlyhill2

My recent work relates to visits to Central
Australia & the Flinders Ranges.
Drawings become carborundum, etched,
drypoint and monoprint/type plates that are
layered to make one-off prints and
artist books.

5

Sarah Koschak
Ceramics
6a Panmure St, Newstead
0419 322 681
w sarahkoschakceramics.com
sarahkoschak_ceramics

I create functional, wheel-thrown porcelain
ceramics, bringing handcrafted beauty to
everyday life.
Objects bring ritual and honouring to our
lives. It’s our relationship to objects that
interests me; they occupy space in our
homes and cradle memories and stories.

Look for the red flags
Studios open 10am - 5pm, 7, 8, 9 & 14, 15 March
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Chris Johnston & Andrew Kimpton - 10 McMillan Rd, Green Gully

7

David Golightly - 2 Monash St, Newstead

2

Chrisanne Blennerhassett & Angie Izard - 60 McMillan Rd, Green Gully

8

Selina Wilson - 38 Hilliers St, Newstead

3

Diane Thompson & Ken Killeen - 75 McMillan Rd, Green Gully

9

Photographers of the Goldfields - Newstead Arts Hub, 8a Tivey St

4

Prue McAdam & Richard Sullivan - 15 Lyons St, Newstead

10

Roger McKindley - Cnr Punt Rd & Brandt St, Newstead

5

Sarah Koschak - 6a Panmure St, Newstead

11

Belinda & Trefor Prest - 136 Newstead-Daylesford Rd, Strangways

6

Carol de Graauw & Wendy Dwyer - 26 Wyndham St, Newstead
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Carol de Graauw
Silversmithing, ceramic sculpture
26 Wyndham St, Newstead
0412519846
degraauwdesigns

I create jewellery from a range of materials,
including silver, bronze, cloisonné enamelling
and resin.
I also work with clay to create functional
and decorative pieces. Creativity is my
escape pod. It engages heart, mind, soul
and body in the act of making unique pieces.
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Wendy Dwyer
Glass art
26 Wyndham St, Newstead
0404 524 069
Glass Fascinations

I’ve had a lifelong fascination with glass,
collecting sand polished pieces from the
beach as a child, and later bottles, vases and
trinkets to decorate windowsills. The
refraction of light through amazing colours
kept me spellbound.
In 2015 I began creating my own glass
treasures, I hope you enjoy them.
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David Golightly
Mixed media
2 Monash St, Newstead
0411 196 666
david_golightly

My recent painting focusses on the aesthetic
possibilities of walls, incorporating colour,
layering, texture, graffiti and weathering.
This work is supported by drawings and
photographic research.
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Selina Wilson
Painting and mixed media
38 Hilliers St, Newstead
0400 546 290
w selinawilsonart.com.au
selina_w ilson_art

Giving new life to old teacups, Selina’s mixed
media artworks are reminiscent of afternoon
tea at Nana’s. A connection to a slower
time, good conversation, love and beauty.
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Photographers of the
Goldfields
Photography
Newstead Arts Hub
8a Tivey Street, Newstead
0448 751 111

Janet Barker, Patrick Kavanagh, Geoff Park
and Bronwyn Silver use photography to
explore and convey the delicate gems of our
natural world, the wider landscape and
community activism over tree protection.
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Roger McKindley
Sculpture
Cnr Punt Rd & Brandt St, Newstead
0447 229 149
Entry $5 (children free)
rogermckindley

Roger finds beauty in objects others discard.
Iron, stone, bone, wood and glass are
gathered together into arrangements and
installations to entice and intrigue.
Roger’s studio and art is all around him, an
ever-expanding garden gallery to engage
your imagination.
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Belinda Prest
Drawing
136 Newstead-Daylesford Rd,
Strangways
0490 865 626
prestbelinda

My pen and ink drawing practice centres
on the scenes I see at Strangways and my
journeys around the area.
I sit on a camp chair with my pens and
drawing block and consider the geographical
and bucolic nature of this environment both
past and present.
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Trefor Prest
Sculpture
136 Newstead-Daylesford Rd,
Strangways
0403 328 125
w treforprestsculpture.wordpress.com
treforprest_sculpture

Trefor’s sculptures are fabricated from
numerous components using various
engineering techniques and reflect the
human condition. Organic/mechanical fabrications made from brass and copper, Trefor’s
highly engineered creations are loosely based
on imaginary aspects of his own physiology.
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